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Abstract

The partial automorphism monoid of an inverse semigroup is an inverse monoid consisting of all iso-
morphisms between its inverse subsemigroups. We prove that a tightly connected fundamental inverse
semigroupSwith no isolated nontrivial subgroups is lattice determined ‘modulo semilattices’ and ifT is
an inverse semigroup whose partial automorphism monoid is isomorphic to that ofS, then eitherSandT
are isomorphic or they are dually isomorphic chains relative to the natural partial order; a similar result
holds if T is any semigroup and the inverse monoids consisting of all isomorphisms between subsemi-
groups ofS andT , respectively, are isomorphic. Moreover, for these results to hold, the conditions that
Sbe tightly connected and have no isolated nontrivial subgroups are essential.

2000Mathematics subject classification: primary 20M10, 20M18, 20M20.

1. Introduction

A partial automorphismof an algebraic structureA of a certain type is any isomor-
phism between its substructures (including, if necessary, the empty one), and the set
of all partial automorphisms ofA with respect to composition is an inverse monoid
called thepartial automorphism monoidof A. The problem of characterizing algebras
of various types by their partial automorphism monoids was posed by Preston in [13].
Since idempotent partial automorphisms correspond to subalgebras, this is closely
related to the problem of characterizing algebras by their subalgebra lattices. In [4],
we described large classes of combinatorial inverse semigroups determined by their
lattices of inverse subsemigroups and partial automorphism monoids (Theorems 5
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and 8, respectively) and showed that these theorems do not hold for fundamental in-
verse semigroups containing isolated nontrivial subgroups (Proposition 10). However,
the problem of whether the principal results of [4] can be extended from combina-
torial to fundamental inverse semigroups withno isolatednontrivial subgroups has
remained open. The purpose of this article is to solve this problem in the affirmative.
In Section3, we study lattice isomorphisms of inverse semigroups and show that so-
called tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroups without nontrivial isolated
subgroups are lattice determined ‘modulo semilattices’ (Theorem3.5). Using this the-
orem, we prove in Section4 that any tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroup
Swith no nontrivial isolated subgroups is determined (up to a dual isomorphism ifS is
a chain with respect to the natural partial order) in the class ofall inversesemigroups
by its monoid of isomorphisms betweeninversesubsemigroups (Theorem4.2), and
in the class ofall semigroups by its monoid of isomorphisms betweenarbitrary sub-
semigroups (Theorem4.4). Examples described in [4, Propositions 9 and 10] show
that the conditions imposed onS in Theorems3.5, 4.2, and4.4 are essential. A few
concluding remarks and open questions are contained in Section5. We use [1] and [7]
as standard references for the algebraic theory of semigroups, in particular with regard
to Green’s relationsH, L, R, D andJ , and refer to [12] for an extensive treatment
of the theory of inverse semigroups.

The main results of the paper were reported at the Special Session on Semigroup
Theory of the 999th Meeting of the American Mathematical Society held at Vanderbilt
University on October 16–17, 2004.

2. Preliminaries

Denote byIX the symmetric inverse monoid on a setX. Let ' be a bijection of
X onto a setY. For anyÞ ∈ IX, defineÞ.' � '/ = '−1 ◦ Þ ◦ '. Clearly' � ' is
a bijection ofIX onto IY, and if U is a subsemigroup ofIX, then.' � '/|U is an
isomorphism ofU ontoU.' � '/.

Let S be an arbitrary semigroup. Denote byES the set of idempotents ofS. For
any x ∈ S andK ∈ {H;L;R;D;J }, denote byKx theK-class ofS containingx,
and by J.x/ the principal two-sided ideal ofS generated byx. Let Jx ≤ Jy if and
only if J.x/ ⊆ J.y/ for x; y ∈ S. Then≤ is a partial order on the set ofJ -classes
of S. Similarly one can partially order the set ofL-classes and the set ofR-classes
of S. If U is a subsemigroup ofS, to distinguish its Green’s relations from those onS,
we will use superscripts. IfU is a regular (in particular, inverse) subsemigroup ofS,
thenKU = KS ∩ .U × U / for K ∈ {H;L;R} (see Hall [6, Result 9]).

Let S be an inverse semigroup. We say thatx ∈ S is agroup elementif it belongs
to some subgroup ofS; otherwisex is anongroup element. Denote byNS the set of all
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nongroup elements ofS. Recall thatS is termedcombinatorial[12] if H = 1S, that is,
if every nonidempotent element ofS is nongroup. Ifx ∈ SandHx = {x}, theD-class
Dx will be calledcombinatorial. Following Jones [9], we say that an idempotente
of S (and each subgroup ofHe) is isolatedif De = He, andnonisolatedotherwise.
For any X ⊆ S, denote by〈X〉 the inverse subsemigroup ofS generated byX. If
x ∈ S, we say that〈x〉 is amonogenic inverse subsemigroupof Sgenerated byx, and
if S = 〈x〉, the inverse semigroupS is monogenic. A monogenic inverse semigroup
〈x〉 such thatxx−1 > x−1x is an inverse monoid with identityxx−1 called thebicyclic
semigroup; we denote it byB.x; x−1/. It is well known (see [1, Theorem 2.53]) that
B.x; x−1/ consists of a singleD-class and its idempotents form a chain:

1 = xx−1 > x−1x > x−2x2 > · · · :

If S contains no bicyclic subsemigroup, it is calledcompletely semisimple. The
structure of monogenic inverse semigroups is described in detail in [12, Chapter IX].
We recall only a few basic facts about them.

Let S = 〈x〉 be a monogenic inverse semigroup. ThenD = J and the partially
ordered set ofD-classes (that is,J -classes) ofS is a chain with the largest elementDx.
It is obvious that one of the following holds:

(a) xx−1 = x−1x;
(b) xx−1 andx−1x are incomparable with respect to the natural partial order;
(c) xx−1 > x−1x or x−1x > xx−1.

In case (a),S = Dx is a cyclic group. In case (b),Dx = {x; x−1; xx−1; x−1x} is the
greatestD-class ofS (and, of course,S\ Dx is an ideal ofS). Finally, in case (c),
S = Dx is bicyclic, it is eitherB.x; x−1/ or B.x−1; x/. In case (b), eitherS is a free
monogenic inverse semigroup or it contains a smallest idealK , the so-calledkernel
of S; in the latter case, eitherK is a bicyclic semigroup or a cyclic group, andDa is
combinatorial for anya ∈ S except for the case whena ∈ K and K is a nontrivial
group.

An inverse semigroupS is called fundamentalif 1S is the only idempotent-
separating congruence onS. Since all idempotent-separating congruences on a regular
semigroup are contained inH, it is immediate that combinatorial inverse semigroups
are fundamental (but clearly not conversely). Fundamental inverse semigroups, intro-
duced by Munn [11] (and independently by Wagner [16]), constitute one of the most
important classes of inverse semigroups. Munn, in particular, provided an effective
method of describing all fundamental inverse semigroups with the given semilattice
of idempotents. LetE be a semilattice. Then theMunn semigroupTE of E is an
inverse semigroup (under composition) consisting of all isomorphisms between prin-
cipal ideals ofE (see [7, Section V.4]). It is common to identify eache ∈ E with
1Ee ∈ TE, so the semilattice of idempotents ofTE is identified with E. If S is an
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inverse semigroup, a subsetK of S is called full if ES ⊆ K . Munn proved (see
[11, Theorem 2.6]) that an inverse semigroupS with ES = E is fundamental if and
only if S is isomorphic to a full inverse subsemigroup ofTE; in particular,TE itself is
fundamental. It is well known thatS is fundamental if and only if for anyx; y ∈ S, if
x−1ex = y−1ey for all e ∈ ES, thenx = y (see [7, Section V.3]). This result was used
in the proof of [3, Lemma 2.1], which provides a convenient criterion for a bijection
between an arbitrary inverse semigroup and a fundamental one to be an isomorphism.

RESULT 2.1 (From [3, Lemma 2.1]).Let S and T be inverse semigroups and' a
bijection ofSontoT . If S is fundamental and'|ES is an isomorphism ofES onto ET ,
then' is an isomorphism ofS onto T if and only if .s−1es/' = .s'/−1.e'/.s'/ for
all s ∈ S ande ∈ ES.

By modifying the proof of [3, Lemma 2.1], we also obtain the following.

LEMMA 2.2. Let S and T be inverse semigroups and' a bijection ofS onto T ,
preservingL-classes, such that'|ES is an isomorphism ofES onto ET . Suppose that
. f x/' = . f '/.x'/ for all x ∈ NS and f ≤ xx−1. Then.x−1ex/' = .x'/−1.e'/.x'/
for all e ∈ ES andx ∈ NS.

PROOF. Let x ∈ NS ande ∈ ES. By assumption,. f x/' = . f '/.x'/ whenever
f ≤ xx−1, so.ex/' = .exx−1/'x' = e'.xx−1/'x' = .e'/.x'/: Since' preserves
L-classes,.s−1s/' = .s'/−1.s'/ for eachs ∈ S becauses−1sLs and.s'/−1.s'/ is
the only idempotent inLs' . Thus.x−1ex/' = [.ex/']−1.ex/' = .e'x'/−1.e'x'/ =
.x'/−1.e'/.x'/:

The following auxiliary result is established by applying an argument from the
second paragraph of the proof of [4, Lemma 2] to a slightly more general situation.

RESULT 2.3 (From the proof of [4, Lemma 2]).Let S be an inverse semigroup,
x ∈ NS, ande ∈ ES. If u ∈ 〈e; x〉 ∩ Re andu 6= e, thenu = exm for some nonzero
integerm.

3. Lattice determinability

Let Sbe an inverse semigroup. To indicate thatH is an inverse subsemigroup ofS,
we write H ≤ S. Since∅ ≤ S, the set of all inverse subsemigroups ofS, partially
ordered by inclusion, is a complete (and compactly generated) lattice denoted byL.S/
(as in [9]). Let T be an inverse semigroup such that there is an isomorphism9 ofL.S/
ontoL.T/. ThenSandT are calledlattice isomorphic, and9 is alattice isomorphism
of SontoT . We say that a mapping : S → T induces9 (or9 is inducedby ) if
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H9 = H for all H ≤ S. If S is isomorphic to every inverse semigroup that is lattice
isomorphic toS, thenS is calledlattice determined, and if each lattice isomorphism
of S onto an inverse semigroupT is induced by an isomorphism ofS ontoT , thenS
is strongly lattice determined.

Let S andT be inverse semigroups and9 a lattice isomorphism ofS ontoT . It is
clear that an inverse subsemigroupU of S is an atom ofL.S/ if and only if U = {e}
for somee ∈ ES. Thus there is a unique bijection E of ES onto ET defined by the
formula {e}9 = {e E} for all e ∈ ES, and we will say that E is the E-bijection
associated with9. Recall that ifX is a partially ordered set andx; y ∈ X, thenx ‖ y
means thatx andy are incomparable inX, andx , y denotes the negation ofx ‖ y.
It is well known (see [15, Subsection 36.6 and Introduction to Chapter XIV]) that
for all e; f ∈ ES, we havee , f if and only if e E , f E, and if e ‖ f , then
.ef/ E = .e E/. f E/, which is expressed by saying that E is aweak isomorphism
of ES onto ET .

RESULT 3.1 (See [9, Proposition 1.6, Corollary 1.7]).If S and T are inverse
semigroups and9 a lattice isomorphism ofS onto T , there is a(unique) bijection
 : NS ∪ ES → NT ∪ ET with the following properties:

(a)  extends E, that is, |ES =  E;
(b)  and −1 preserveR- andL-classes;
(c) for everyx ∈ NS ∪ ES, we have〈x〉9 = 〈x 〉 so, in particular, .x−1/ =
.x /−1;
(d) if a homomorphism : S → T induces9, thenx = x for all x ∈ NS ∪ ES.

Using the terminology of [15], we say that the bijection : NS ∪ ES → NT ∪ ET

in Result3.1 is thebase partial bijectionassociated with the lattice isomorphism9
of S onto T . In the notation of Result3.1, suppose thatS has no nontrivial isolated
subgroups. ThenT also has no nontrivial isolated subgroups (see [9, Corollary 1.9]).
As shown by Ershova [2], in this case there is a bijection̂ of S onto T which
extends and retains a number of its properties. This bijection ̂ can be constructed
as follows. First, setx ̂ = x if x is a nongroup element or an isolated idempotent
of S. Now for every nonisolated idempotente of S, choose and fix an element
re ∈ NS ∩ Re. It is easily seen that for eacha ∈ He, there is a uniqueq ∈ Hre such
thata = req−1, and we puta ̂ = .re /.q /−1. Then it can be shown thate ̂ = e 
for everye ∈ ES,  ̂ preservesL- andR-classes, that is,.ss−1/ ̂ = .s ̂/.s ̂/−1 and
.s−1s/ ̂ = .s ̂/−1.s ̂/ for all s ∈ S, and if9 is induced by an isomorphism of S
ontoT , then =  ̂ (see [2, Lemmas 1 and 2], or [15, Subsection 43.7]). Again using
the terminology of [15], we call  ̂ thebase bijectionof S onto T associated with9
(clearly, it depends also on the choice ofre ∈ NS ∩ Re for each noninsolatede ∈ ES).
Of course, ifS is combinatorial, then ̂ =  , that is, is the base bijection ofS
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ontoT .
Let S be an inverse semigroup. Ifx ∈ S ande ∈ ES are such thate < xx−1 and

no f ∈ E〈x〉 satisfiese < f < xx−1, we say thate is x-coveredby xx−1 and write
e ≺x xx−1. Takex ∈ S ande ∈ ES with e < xx−1. If for some positive integern,
there existe0; e1; : : : ; en ∈ ES such thate = e0 < e1 < · · · < en = xx−1 and for
everyk = 1; : : : ; n, the idempotentek−1 is xk-covered byek wherexk = ekx (so that
xkx−1

k = ek), then.e0; e1; : : : ; en/ is called ashort bypassfrom e to xx−1 (it is plain
that if xk ∈ ES, thenxi ∈ ES for all i < k). If for all x ∈ S ande ∈ ES such that
e < xx−1 there is a short bypass frome to xx−1, thenS is calledshortly connected.
If x ∈ NS ∪ ES ande ≺x xx−1, we say thate is tightly x-coveredby xx−1 if either
ex ∈ NS or ex ∈ ES (in the latter case, of course,ex = e becauseex ∈ Re). Let
x ∈ NS ∪ ES ande< xx−1. If there is a short bypass.e0; e1; : : : ; en/ from e = e0 to
xx−1 = en such that for everyk = 1; : : : ; n, the idempotentek−1 is tightly xk-covered
by ek (where, as above,xk = ekx), then.e0; e1; : : : ; en/ will be called atight bypass
from e to xx−1. In this case, ifx ∈ NS, there is a smallestm ∈ {1; : : : ; n} satisfying
xm ∈ NS, soxi ∈ ES for all i < m, andxj ∈ NS for all m ≤ j ≤ n. We say thatS is
tightly connectedif for all x ∈ NS ∪ ES ande< xx−1, there is a tight bypass frome
to xx−1.

It is obvious that every tightly connected inverse semigroup is shortly connected,
and a combinatorial inverse semigroup is shortly connected if and only if it is tightly
connected. At the same time, tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroups
need not be combinatorial; see, for instance, [4, Example 2]. Although the semi-
groups in that example have nontrivial isolated subgroups, there are many noncom-
binatorial tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroups with no nontrivial iso-
lated subgroups. The smallest such example can be constructed as follows. Let
E = {e0; e1; f0; f1; f2; 0} be the semilattice given by the diagram in Figure1.

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

e0 e1

f0 f1 f2

0

FIGURE 1.

Let S = TE be the Munn semigroup ofE. It is easily seen thatSis tightly connected
and consists of threeD-classes:D0 = {0}, D f0 .= D f1 = D f2/, and De0 .= De1/,
such thatD0 < D f0 < De0. Moreover,{0}∪ D f0 is a 10-element combinatorial inverse
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semigroup, andDe0, the topD-class of S, consists of four nontrivialH-classes.
ThusS is a noncombinatorial tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroup with
no nontrivial isolated subgroups.

LEMMA 3.2. Let S be an inverse semigroup, and letU = 〈e; x〉 for somex ∈ NS

ande ∈ ES such thatex ∈ NS ande is x-covered byxx−1. ThenHU
e = {e}.

PROOF. Supposeu ∈ HU
e andu 6= e. By Result2.3, u = exm for somem 6= 0.

Thenexmx−m = e andx−mexm = e, soxme = exm, x−me = ex−m, andex−mxm = e.
Let n = |m|. Clearly m 6= −1 (otherwiseex = .x−1e/−1 = .ex−1/−1 ∈ HU

e ,
a contradiction). Thusn ≥ 2. If xx−1 > x−1x, then e = ex−nxn ≤ x−2x2 <

x−1x < xx−1, contradictinge ≺x xx−1. Hencexx−1 6> x−1x, in which casee =
exnx−n ≤ x2x−2 < xx−1, so we havee = x2x−2 ∈ 〈x〉. ThusU = 〈x〉 and DU

e

is a combinatorialD-class ofU sinceex ∈ DU
e andex ∈ NS. This contradicts the

assumption thate 6= u ∈ HU
e . ThereforeHU

e = {e}.
For combinatorial inverse semigroups the following theorem was proved in [4].

RESULT 3.3 ([4, Theorem 5]).Let S be a combinatorial inverse semigroup,T
an inverse semigroup and9 a lattice isomorphism ofS onto T . Let be the base
bijection ofSontoT associated with9 (so, in particular, E =  |ES). Suppose thatS
is shortly connected(equivalently, tightly connected) and E is an isomorphism ofES

onto ET . Then is the unique isomorphism ofSontoT which induces9.

We are going to extend this theorem to the class of tightly connected fundamental
inverse semigroups with no nontrivial isolated subgroups. A key role in the proof of
Result3.3was [4, Lemma 2], which can be modified to establish the following more
general result.

LEMMA 3.4. Let S be an inverse semigroup, let9 be a lattice isomorphism ofS
onto an inverse semigroupT , and let : NS ∪ ES → NT ∪ ET be the base partial
bijection associated with9. Suppose that |ES is an isomorphism ofES onto ET .
Then.ex/ = .e /.x / for anyx ∈ NS ∪ ES and anye ∈ ES such thate is tightly
x-covered byxx−1.

PROOF. In the following proof, reference to [4] means with respect to parts of the
proof (almost verbatim) of [4, Lemma 2]. Letx ∈ NS ∪ ES ande ∈ ES be such thate
is tightly x-covered byxx−1. Let U = 〈e; x〉 andV = 〈e ; x 〉. Then the restriction
of9 toL.U / is a lattice isomorphism ofU ontoU9 = 〈e 〉 ∨ 〈x 〉 = V . We show
that.ex/ = .e /.x /. This holds forx ∈ ES, so assume thatx ∈ NS. By [4], we
may suppose thatxx−1 � x−1x. By [4] also, .ex/ R.e /.x /. Sincee is tightly
x-covered byxx−1, eitherex = e or ex ∈ NS.
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CASEI. Supposeex = e. Then it is easily seen thate is a zero for all elements of〈x〉
so, in particular,e ≤ x−1x2x−1. Note thatx−1x2x−1 < xx−1 sincexx−1 6< x−1x. It
follows thate = x−1x2x−1. Thene = x2x−1ex−1x2 = x2, so

U = 〈x〉 = {x; x−1; xx−1; x−1x; e}

is a five-element Brandt semigroup [12] which is strongly lattice determined (this can
be shown directly and also follows from [15, Theorem 42.4]). Therefore.ex/ =
e = .e /.x /.

CASE II. Supposeex ∈ NS. By Lemma3.2, HU
e = {e} and soH V

e = {e }
since9|L.HU

e /
is a lattice isomorphism ofHU

e onto H V
e (see [8, Corollary 1.2]).

Hence.e /.x / ∈ NT or .e /.x / = e . If .e /.x / = e , as in Case I,
e is a zero for all elements of〈x 〉, which impliese ≤ f for all f ∈ E〈x〉, and
e ∈ 〈x〉 = U , whenceex ∈ DU

e = HU
e , a contradiction. Thus.e /.x / ∈ NT ,

so that.e /.x / = u whereu ∈ RU
e and u 6= e. By Result2.3, u = exn or

= ex−n for some integern ≥ 1. If u = ex, we are done. In all other cases, as in [4],
we havee = x−1x2x−1 ∈ 〈x〉. If 〈x〉 is combinatorial,.ex/ = .e /.x / because
combinatorial monogenic inverse semigroups are strongly lattice determined (see [15,
Theorems 42.2 and 42.4]). Otherwise the kernel of〈x〉 is a nontrivial (cyclic) group
which does not containex, so.ex/ = .e /.x / by [15, Lemma 42.7].

We are ready to prove the main result of this section.

THEOREM3.5. Let Sbe a tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroup with no
nontrivial isolated subgroups,T an inverse semigroup, and9 a lattice isomorphism
of S onto T . As above, let E denote theE-bijection, the base partial bijection,
and  ̂ the base bijection ofS onto T associated with9. Suppose that E is an
isomorphism ofES onto ET . Then  ̂ is an isomorphism ofS onto T . If S is
combinatorial or completely semisimple, then ̂ is the unique isomorphism ofS
ontoT inducing9.

PROOF. Since ̂ |NS∪ES =  , we will write s instead ofs ̂ for anys ∈ NS ∪ ES.
Take arbitraryx ∈ NS and f < xx−1. By assumption, there is a tight bypass
. f0; f1; : : : ; fn/ from f = f0 to xx−1 = fn for somen ≥ 1. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
set xi = fi x. Then xi x

−1
i = fi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, xk−1 = fk−1xk

and fk−1 is tightly xk-covered by fk for each 1≤ k ≤ n. Sincexn = x ∈ NS,
there is a smallestm ∈ {1; : : : ; n} satisfyingxm ∈ NS, so xi ∈ ES for all i < m,
and xj ∈ NS for all m ≤ j ≤ n. Since E is an isomorphism ofES onto ET ,
. f x/ = . f0 fm−1x/ = . f0xm−1/ = . f0 /.xm−1 /. Now using Lemma3.4, we
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obtain

xm−1 = . fm−1xm/ = . fm−1 /.xm / = . fm−1 /. fmxm+1/ = · · ·
= . fm−1 /. fn−1xn/ = . fm−1 /. fn−1 /.x / = . fm−1 /.x /:

It follows that. f x/ = . f0 /. fm−1 /.x / = . f /.x /, and since preserves
R-classes, we also have.xx−1x/ = x = .x /.x /−1.x / = .xx−1/ x .
Therefore.gx/ = .g /.x / for all g ≤ xx−1, and by Lemma2.2, .x−1ex/ =
.x /−1.e /.x / for all e ∈ ES.

Now take an arbitrary group elementa ∈ S. Let us show that.a−1ea/ ̂ =
.a ̂/−1.e ̂/.a ̂/ for all e ∈ ES. If a ∈ ES, this holds because E is an isomorphism
of ES onto ET . Thus we may assume thata 6∈ ES. Denoteaa−1 by f . Recall that
we have fixed an elementr f ∈ NS ∩ Rf and that there is a uniqueq ∈ Hr f such that
a = r f q−1. To shorten notation, setr = r f . Take an arbitrarye ∈ ES. It follows
from the first paragraph of the proof that.qr−1erq−1/ = .q /.r −1er/ .q /−1

and.r −1er/ = .r /−1.e /.r / becauser andq are nongroup elements ofS and
.q−1/ = .q /−1. Therefore

.a−1ea/ ̂ = ..rq−1/−1erq−1/ = .qr−1erq−1/ 

= q .r −1er/ .q /−1 = q [.r /−1e r ].q /−1

= [r .q /−1]−1e [r .q /−1] = .a ̂/−1.e ̂/.a ̂/:

We have shown that.s−1es/ ̂ = .s ̂/−1.e ̂/.s ̂/ for all s ∈ Sand alle ∈ ES. Since
S is a fundamental inverse semigroup, according to Result2.1,  ̂ is an isomorphism
of SontoT .

If S is combinatorial, then ̂ =  and by Result3.3,  is the unique isomor-
phism of S onto T inducing9. Suppose thatS is completely semisimple. By [10,
Lemma 2.4],9 is induced by ̂ . Hence, in view of Ershova’s result cited earlier (see
[15, Proposition 43.7.3]),̂ is the unique isomorphism ofSontoT inducing9. This
completes the proof.

4. PA-determinability

Let S be an inverse semigroup. In this paper, we define apartial automorphismof
Sto be any isomorphism between its inverse subsemigroups and denote byPA.S/ the
set of all partial automorphisms ofS. It is easy to see that with respect to composition
PA.S/ is an inverse submonoid ofIS. We callPA.S/ the partial automorphism
monoidof S. The group of units ofPA.S/ is Aut.S/, the automorphism group ofS,
and the semilattice of idempotents ofPA.S/ is a lattice isomorphic toL.S/.
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Let S and T be inverse semigroups. IfPA.S/ ∼= PA.T/, then S and T are
said to bePA-isomorphic, and any isomorphism ofPA.S/ ontoPA.T/ is called a
PA-isomorphismof S onto T . Let8 be aPA-isomorphism ofS onto T . We say
that8 is inducedby a bijection' : S → T if 8 = .' � '/|PA.S/, that is, if for all
Þ ∈ PA.S/ andx; y ∈ S, we havexÞ = y if and only if .x'/.Þ8/ = y'. Let ¾
be any bijection ofS ontoT . It is clear that.¾ � ¾/|PA.S/ is aPA-isomorphism ofS
ontoT precisely whenPA.S/.¾ � ¾/ = PA.T/. In particular, any isomorphism (or
anti-isomorphism) ofS ontoT induces aPA-isomorphism ofS ontoT . An inverse
semigroupS is calledPA-determinedif it is isomorphic to any inverse semigroup
PA-isomorphic toS, andstronglyPA-determinedif eachPA-isomorphism ofS
onto an inverse semigroupT is induced by an isomorphism ofSontoT .

Let SandT bePA-isomorphic inverse semigroups and8 aPA-isomorphism ofS
onto T . For anyH ≤ S, defineH8∗ by the formula 1H8 = 1H8∗ . Then8∗ is a
lattice isomorphism ofS ontoT . We will denote by'E the E-bijection and by' the
base partial bijection associated with8∗, and say that'E and' areassociated with8.
As shown in Section3, if S has no nontrivial isolated subgroups, we can extend' to
the base bijection̂' of S onto T associated with8∗, and again we will say that̂' is
associated withthePA-isomorphism8.

RESULT 4.1 (A corollary to [14, Main Theorem]).Let Sbe a semilattice andT an
inverse semigroup. ThenPA.S/ ∼= PA.T/ if and only if eitherS ∼= T or S is a
chain andT ∼= Sd. Moreover, anyPA-isomorphism8 of S ontoT is induced by the
E-bijection'E associated with8, and'E is either an isomorphism or, ifS is a chain
andT ∼= Sd, a dual isomorphism ofSontoT .

Using Result4.1and Theorem3.5, we can easily prove the following theorem which
establishesPA-determinability of tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroups
having no nontrivial isolated subgroups (with the exception of chains that arePA-
determined up to a dual isomorphism) and thus extends [4, Theorem 8].

THEOREM4.2. Let Sbe a tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroup with no
nontrivial isolated subgroups andT an inverse semigroup. ThenPA.S/ ∼= PA.T/
if and only if eitherS ∼= T or .S;≤/ and.T;≤/ are dually isomorphic chains. More
specifically, let8 be aPA-isomorphism ofS onto T . As above, denote by' the
base partial bijection and bŷ' the base bijection ofS onto T associated with8.
Then either.S;≤/ and.T;≤/ are dually isomorphic chains and' is the unique dual
isomorphism of.S;≤/ onto.T;≤/ inducing8, or '̂ is an isomorphism ofS ontoT .
If S is combinatorial or completely semisimple, then'̂ is the unique isomorphism ofS
ontoT inducing8.

PROOF. Let 8 be aPA-isomorphism ofS onto T . According to [4, Lemma 7],
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the restriction of8 to PA.ES/ is aPA-isomorphism ofES onto ET . Hence, by
Result4.1, either'E is an isomorphism ofES onto ET , or .ES;≤/ and.ET ;≤/ are
dually isomorphic chains and'E is a dual isomorphism ofES onto ET . If the latter
holds, then according to the argument in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 8
of [4], we haveS = ES andT = ET , so that.S;≤/ and.T;≤/ are dually isomorphic
chains, and' .= 'E/ is the unique dual isomorphism of.S;≤/onto.T;≤/ inducing8.

Now suppose that'E is an isomorphism ofES onto ET . Then, by Theorem3.5,
'̂ is an isomorphism ofS onto T . If S is combinatorial, then̂' = ' and, by [4,
Theorem 8],' is the unique isomorphism ofSontoT inducing8. If S is completely
semisimple, according to Theorem3.5, '̂ induces8∗. Similarly to the combinatorial
case, this implies that̂' induces8 (see the corresponding part of the proof of [4,
Theorem 8]). This completes the proof.

In [4, Proposition 9], we constructed examples ofPA-isomorphic (and thus lattice
isomorphic) completely semisimple combinatorial inverse semigroups which are not
isomorphic, thereby showing that the requirement thatS in [4, Theorems 5 and 8]
be shortly connected is essential. Of course, the same examples show that the re-
quirement thatS in Theorems3.5 and4.2 be tightly connected is essential as well.
Furthermore, by [4, Proposition 10], there exist finite (and thus shortly connected)
fundamental inverse semigroups, containing nontrivial isolated subgroups, which are
PA-isomorphic but not isomorphic. It is easily seen that the inverse semigroups, con-
structed in [4, Proposition 10], are tightly connected. This shows that the requirement
that a tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroupS in Theorems3.5 and4.2
have no nontrivial isolated subgroups is also essential.

We turn now to the problem of determinability of inverse semigroups by partial
automorphism monoids in the class of all semigroups. LetS be any (not necessarily
inverse) semigroup. We will say that an isomorphism between subsemigroups ofS
is a partial s-automorphismof S. (We regard∅ as a subsemigroup ofS, so it is
also a partials-automorphism ofS.) Let PSA.S/ denote the set of all partials-
automorphisms ofS. It is easily seen that with respect to compositionPSA.S/ is an
inverse submonoid ofIS whose semilattice of idempotents is isomorphic to the lattice
of all subsemigroups ofS. If T is a semigroup and8 an isomorphism ofPSA.S/
ontoPSA.T/, we say that8 is aPSA-isomorphismof SontoT . It is clear that ifS
is an inverse semigroup, thenPA.S/ is an inverse submonoid ofPSA.S/.

RESULT 4.3 ([3, Lemma 2.3]).If S and T are inverse semigroups and8 is a
PSA-isomorphism ofS ontoT , then8|PA.S/ is aPA-isomorphism ofSontoT .

Combining Theorem4.2with a corollary of Theorem 4.13 of [5], we can prove our
final new result.
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THEOREM4.4. Let Sbe a tightly connected fundamental inverse semigroup with no
nontrivial isolated subgroups, and letT be an arbitrary semigroup. ThenPSA.S/ ∼=
PSA.T/ if and only if eitherS ∼= T or .S;≤/ and .T;≤/ are dually isomorphic
chains.

PROOF. Suppose thatPSA.S/ ∼= PSA.T/, and let8 be aPSA-isomorphism of
SontoT . SinceShas no nontrivial isolated subgroups, by [5, Corollary 4.14 (b)],T is
an inverse semigroup with no nontrivial isolated subgroups. By Result4.3,8|PA.S/ is
aPA-isomorphism ofS ontoT . Therefore, by Theorem4.2, eitherS ∼= T or .S;≤/
and.T;≤/ are dually isomorphic chains. The converse is obvious.

5. Concluding remarks and open questions

Following Jones [10], we will say that an inverse semigroupS is faintly archimedean
if whenever an idempotente of S is strictly below every idempotent of a bicyclic or
free inverse subsemigroup〈x〉 of S, thene< x, andquasi-archimedeanif it is faintly
archimedean and〈x〉 is combinatorial for everyx ∈ NS. Thus a combinatorial inverse
semigroup is quasi-archimedean if and only if it is faintly archimedean. Jones proved
[10, Theorem 4.3] that if a combinatorial inverse semigroupS is quasi-archimedean
and9 is a lattice isomorphism ofS onto an inverse semigroupT such that theE-
bijection E is an isomorphism ofES ontoET , then the base bijection is the unique
isomorphism ofSontoT inducing9. Comparing this theorem with Result3.3(which
is Theorem 5 of [4]), it is natural to wonder how they are related. It was shown in
[5] that for a combinatorial inverse semigroupSneither of the two properties, shortly
connected and quasi-archimedean, implies the other, so neither of the two theorems,
Theorem 5 of [4] and Theorem 4.3 of [10], is a corollary of the other one.

It was shown in [10, Theorem 4.5] that ifS is a completely semisimple, quasi-
archimedean inverse semigroup, in which every noncombinatorialD-class contains
at least three idempotents, and9 is a lattice isomorphism ofS onto an inverse
semigroupT such that E is an isomorphism ofES onto ET , then the base bijection
 ̂ is the unique isomorphism ofS onto T inducing9 (we express this briefly by
saying thatS is strongly lattice determined ‘modulo semilattices’). Now let S be
the semigroup constructed in the example preceding Lemma3.2. Being finite,S is
quasi-archimedean and completely semisimple, but sinceDe0 is its noncombinatorial
D-class with just two idempotents, neither Theorem 4.3 nor Theorem 4.5 of [10] can
be used for deciding whetherS is lattice determined. On the other hand,S is a tightly
connected fundamental inverse semigroup with no nontrivial isolated subgroups, so
it is strongly lattice determined ‘modulo semilattices’ by Theorem3.5 of this paper.
Of course, lattice determinability of this semigroupS follows also from the theorem
stated in Remark 2 on page 408 of [4]: if E is a semilattice such that the group of
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automorphisms of each principal ideal ofE is finite, then the Munn semigroupTE

of E is lattice determined.
We conclude with two open questions. In view of Theorem3.5, we would like to

specialize Question 43.7 of [15] as follows.

QUESTION 5.1. Under what conditions is it true that, in the notation and under
the assumptions of Theorem3.5, the base bijection̂ , which is an isomorphism ofS
ontoT , induces9 (and thus is the only isomorphism ofSontoT inducing9)?

Of course, finding an answer to Question5.1will help answering a similar question
regarding Theorem4.2. Finally, of particular interest to us is the following.

QUESTION 5.2. Is it true that a fundamental inverse semigroupS with no non-
trivial isolated subgroups, which is shortly connected but not necessarily tightly
connected, is lattice determined ‘modulo semilattices’(that is, under the assumption
that the correspondingE-bijection is an isomorphism), and is it true that such a
semigroupS (assuming it is not a chain with respect to the natural order relation) is
PA-determined?

REMARK. After this paper had been submitted for publication, Peter Jones noted
that an inverse semigroupS is tightly connected if and only if it is shortly connected
andNS∪ES is its order ideal, giving an alternative characterization of tightly connected
inverse semigroups.
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